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Abstract: As cloud computing offers public sharing services, the data queries and information can be exchanged efficiently in order
to enhance scalability and cost-saving. But few concerns with data owners are security and query privacy. A novel technique to
overcome this is using RASP data perturbation method to provide secure and efficient range query and kNN query services for
protected data in the cloud. This approach provides the private guarantee protocol to cast internet based computing, when compared to
the encryption-based approach by enabling much faster query processing. This method combines dimensionality expansion, order
preserving encryption, random noise injection, and random projection, to provide strong resilience to attacks on the perturbed data and
queries. The kNN-queries are processed by kNN algorithm that works on contrary with RASP data query algorithm. This explains that
this will allow users to more intuitively understand the technical advantages of the RASP approach via interactive exploration of the
visual interface. These approach analyses the attacks on queries and data with an exactly defined threat model and realistic security
assumptions. Highly sophisticated experiments have been conducted to show advantages of the approach.
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1. Introduction

RASP Architecture

With cloud infrastructures, the users can use the services
provided by cloud upto certain extent as pay as you go
model. But the data services for the owner are still at stake as
preserving their data is not simple as possible as they don’t
have any idea about the underlying architecture. The data
owners are not aware that their information is leaked by
intrusion which has higher possibility in these kind of
conditions. On the other side of the coin, a secured and
reliable query service should still provide efficient query
processing and significantly reduce the in-house workload to
fully realize the benefits of cloud computing. This will be a
highly sophisticated and much needed feature because these
workloads of query services are highly dynamic, and it will
be expensive and inefficient to serve such dynamic
workloads with in-house infrastructures. This technique is
more famous by maintaining and mining data incurs much
higher cost than initial data acquisition.

The confidential and efficient query services building in
public hosts is an immense task, which has to coordinate with
the data owner and authenticated servers in order to provide
it with a secure data through RASP data disruption.

The significant requirements for constructing a practical
query service in the cloud as the CPEL criteria: Efficient
query processing, query Privacy, data Confidentiality and
Low in-house processing cost. A candid approach for this
would be using an encryption for the files before uploading
into the cloud. The Random Space Perturbation for the
protection of tabular data, which is secure under the
assumption of limited adversarial knowledge - only the
perturbed data and the data distributions are known by
adversaries. The RASP disruption is a unique combination of
OPE, dimensionality enhancement, random noise injection
and also random projection, which provides strong and high
confidentiality and privacy guaranteed. The research of
secure half-space query transformation method which makes
any enclosed range in the original space to an irregularly
shaped range in the disrupted space.
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The architecture is partitioned into trusted and untrusted
parties. The trusted parties provides schemes to submit
queries which includes file owners, in-house proxy servers
and authorized servers. The untrusted party is someone who
protect the database and cloud provider who submits the
queries. RASP perturbation is a novel concept of order
preserving encryption (OPE) [1], and many other injection
and projections of query space.

Figure 1: Trusted and Untrusted parties of RASP based
query services
1) The details of RASP perturbation can be allowed to
observe by the user with perturbation parameter user
interface.
2) By indexing and efficient query processing, this approach
ensures that the topology of multidimensional range is not
altered in secure transformation.
3) The visualization of the two-stage range query processing
procedure to understand the transformed query ranges and
the query results.
4) The performance of comparison with index-aided
processing on encrypted data and RASP query processing.
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distribution. The above figure distributes the cost estimation
of RASP of 20k records at different no. of dimensions.

2. kNN Algorithm
The RASP perturbation is not compatible with the kNN
algorithm due to distance orders. Hence, a kNN algorithm is
introduced in order to process the queries that uses indexing
mechanism and enables faster processing.
Here we use indexes along with inner range expansion which
can be given by Binary range search.
1) The user sets the initial outer square range with a certain
distance from query point.
2) The algorithm now finds the middle range as it knows
inner and outer range in each iteration, in which no. of
enclosed points is greater than k, the outer range is
replaced by middle; otherwise, the inner range is replaced
by outer.
3) The records which are filtered are sent back to client for
final kNN algorithm.
This algorithm helps to do the search and find the results
quickly. Even experiments show that this algorithm is
efficient.

4. Conclusion
The RASP perturbation gives the data owner an additional
security and privacy from data intruders, information leakage
and other security issues. It satisfies the hosting query
services in cloud, along with CPEL criteria. This paradigm is
the key for the efficiency and scalability of the hosting query
services. It is a unique composition of OPE, random noise
injection, dimensionality expansion, and random projection,
which provides unique security features. This approach will
be highly interactive and visual, allowing the users to easily
understand the technical details and appreciate the
advantages of this demonstrated scheme. The main motive of
RASP is to preserve the topology of the queried range in the
disrupted space, and allows to use indices for efficient range
query processing. To achieve the sub linear time complexity
of queries, we introduce kNN algorithm query service based
on the range query service. The security and privacy aspects
of both the perturbed data and the protected queries is
analyzed carefully under a precisely defined threat model.
Thus RASP approach provides public hosting of files reliable
and strong base towards practical confidential query services.
Several experiments are also being conducted to show the
efficiency of query services and low cost of in-house
processing.
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Figure 2: Illustration for kNN-algorithm, where k=3

3. Demonstration and Results
Here we demonstrate unique features of RASP-QS
demonstration algorithm and RASP query processing. We
also discuss RASP data disruption expense, resilience of
OPE enhanced RASP is to the ICA-based attack, efficiency
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Figure 3: Cost distribution of full RASP scheme
We demonstrate the costs of RASP perturbation here. The
costs are of two types: OPE and the rest of RASP. The OPE
algorithm distributes the target into buckets and sorted values
are aligned proportionally according to the target bucket
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